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COSMIC .\V.'ARLNI SS is the force that esptessed Itscll through I dgat 4 ' ayee .Jesus of Vanireth . the I{u : :dh .i . Krishna .

Mohammed . and other great avatars who served as 'Channels' Ito the'Ileacenty bather', and who steaks again toda\ as th e

world begins to enter the Nett A ci' of spiritual consciousness and awareness Since 1963 Cosmic Awareness has bee
n ca Ong through certain uareluliy trained channels l he tnlut'nation contained herein was reccised born deep liana' slates an d

' interpreted ' by ar. entity allihated with C . A C 'this inlorrnaUUn is for those who inherit the New Age Awareness tells you no t

to believe anything . but to question . explore, doubt and dis :ovrr lot yoursell who is the truth Cosmic \warencss onl\ in-
dicates and suggests .

Paul Shockle y
Trance-Interpreter:

THE BIBLE
FUNDAMENTALISTS . . . .

WILL THEY EVER CHANGE THEIR WAYS ?

(Feeding the Ego in the Name of the Lord )

Question :

R.E . of Granada Hills, California, would ask Awareness :
What will change the traditionalist, Bible Fundamentalist '
to the ways of Awareness?
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This Awareness indicates that time and experience and deeper understanding a s
being the keys, as well as self-realization .

This Awareness indicates the very nature of the psyche which responds best to th e
fundamentalist type of religions is that psyche which seeks self-importance, and whic h
feels dependant and weak and helpless in a world not of their own creation, whic h
holds overpowering forces opposed to their ovm desires .

This Awareness indicates the entity who feels lost, alienated and alone is mos t
responsive to the fundamentalist type of religious experience .

This Awareness suggests that as these entities move into this experience, there
are certain qualities within themselves which begin to be brought out and developed ;
and as these qualities are developed, the feelings of loneliness, separation, fear
and the feeling of being overwhelmed, begin to diminish and the feelings of hope ,
unity with all things and faith in their own God or chosen beliefs, begin to reflec t
upon their own being, giving them a kind of self-confidence and a new image of them-
selves as being acceptable .

This Awareness indicates this fundamentalist religion also assists those entitie s
in overcoming feelings of guilt and inferiority .

This Awareness suggests thi s . as very beneficial for the majority of the masses ,
particularly in this country and in the Western world, where desire and goal-seekin g
and comparison of values is so prominent .



This Awareness suggests that as these entities de w; clop better self-esteem an d

greater self-awareness, they begin to reach levels whereby they can explore mor e

deeply into the subtle meaning .: of 'their religious experiences and the`_ . .

	

?lruga.

This Awareness indicates as they move more deeply into these teachings, they ma y

begin to see the symbolic levels of meaning and realize that there is much more t o

the teaching than that which appears on the surface, and the fundamentalist ::her,

begins to move toward that which . is more mystical. in its meaning .

This Awareness indicates that as these entities begin moving into the more myst-

ical and suble levels of these t,_eachiags, they begin to realize that there are dif-
erent interpretations of the Biblical stories ; and these various interpretations giv e
greater and deeper meaning to life, and allow for more complete explanation of thos e

things which are remaining as mysteries and unanswered by the fundamentalist view ,

This Awareness suggests that you not concern yourself too much with the "head
space" of the funda.meutalis`, but to move on up the ladder of spiritual evolution ,
discovering more and more for yourself .

This Awareness indicates that wherein entities wish to discover from you wha t
you have learned and are sincerely open to hearing this, that this may be shared .

This Awareness suggests you not try to crack the nut or open the mind . of a fanati c
fundamentalist, for they are receiving what they desire and will resent any inter-
ference .

This Awareness suggests that there are many who may spend an entire lifetime
hung up on one rung of the spiritual ladder, repeating over and over the same phrase s
and feeling totally secure on that rung of the ladder, condemning others who are o n
other rungs, even though those rungs may be more evolved and have deeper understand-
ing .

This Awareness suggest:s that even so, these entities are where they are to be
for that time and space of their development . Let not yourself feel threatened b y
such entities because of their self-righteous assurance .

We have a question from I. ,C, of Ervine, l<entucky .
Could Awareness please comment on a book called th e
Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ, by Levi? I think
it is dynamite for taking what the New Testament i s
trying to say and making it clear . Because of this book ,
I can now read the gospels with greater understandin g
of the meaning behind the words . Friends of mine who are
really into the Bible, and that's all, say the Aquaria n
Gospel is no good . In fact, they suggest I should use i t
as fuel for my cook stove . I just think it is co sad .
that people hang on to the cloudy New Testament whe n
there are other scriptures about exactly the same thin g
that makes it understandable .

Question:

COSMIC AWARENES S

This Awareness has indicated previously that this book, ,
The AquarianGospel, as being that which is a clear channel-
ing of high order . This Awareness indicates that the inform-
ation contained within this book as being self-evident for any who care to read and

THE AQr1ARIAN GOSPEL
OF	 JESUS THE CHRIS T

(A. New Age Alternative to the Bible)
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to experience its contents with an openness, an attitude of discernment, and with a
tendency to perceive its true meaning .

Thies Awareness suggests that there are, of cou :."se, many entities who do not wish
to have their minds, attitudes, or levels of consciousness changed and are totall y
content with the present tapes and pro ;7rammin.g within their own consciousness, an d
believe that nothing more can be added to the tr' .it:h which they already understand .
This Awareness suggests that these entities, being completely satisfied with thei r
present belief systems, and their present understanding, reject: anything new or any -
thing that might offer a different point: of view, or ifferent_ insight, and seek
only further reinforcement for their already programmed consciousness .

This Awareness indicates these entities as having their minds already made up
and wishing nothing that could affect their already opinionated minds . This Awarenes s
suggests that it is generally a waste of energy to argue with such entities, hut that
wherein an entity wishes to make this kind of information available, to share thi s
kind of information that can open a closed door, can open a closed mind, to allow
a little more light upon the subject, these entities do have the blessings of thi s
Awareness ; and the energies expended, though often futile, are blessed by this Aware-
ness, and shall indeed be returned to those entities who wish to make this effort .

This Awareness suggests, however, that when you seek to open a closed mind, tha t
you make no more than three attempts . After the third attempt, this becomes a violat-
ion to that entity .

This Awareness suggests these attempts not to be of a pushy nature, but rathe r
as a sharing action wherein you offer to share this information with t :hose who are
willing to observe or listen more closely . This Awareness suggests that wherein a
receptivity is not shown, that you move on and not conern yourself with trying t o
open the mind of an entity to force enlightenment into that mind .

This Awareness indicates there are many hungry entities who wish to Find mor e
understanding, greater enlightenment, deeper discernment, and more spiritual insight .

This Awareness suggests that you share your discoveries with these entities wh o
are open and searching and not worry about those whose doors are closed against you .

This Awareness indicates that there are other ways in life's experience to ope n
those doors . For those entities who close the doors to further learning must ope n
those doors themselves, and such entities will open those doors when they becom e
hungry for deeper understanding . And that hunger comes about when the food they hav e
has been devoured and there is nothing within their pantry to solve their problem s
and they must: go elsewhere and search for new food to feed their souls .

This Awareness suggests that life has a way of teaching entities that they canno t
rest on what they have already learned, but roust eventually wove on and discover more .

Ell ' sNote :

The Aquarian Gospel of Jesus The Christ is published by DeVorss & Co ., Publishers ,
and is also available in the C .A .C . Book Catalog (S3 .95) .
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